Effect of N-terminal deletions on the activity of pokeweed antiviral protein expressed in E. coli.
Pokeweed antiviral protein (PAP) from Phytolacca americana is a highly specific N-glycosidase removing adenine residues (A4324 in 28S rRNA and A2660 in 23S rRNA) from intact ribosomes of both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Due to the ribosome impairing activity the gene coding for mature PAP has not been expressed so far in bacteria whereas the full-length gene (coding for the mature 262 amino acids plus two signal peptides of 22 and 29 amino acids at both N- and C-termini, respectively) has been expressed in Escherichia coli. In order to determine: 1) the size of the N-terminal region of PAP which is required for toxicity to E. coli; and 2) the location of the putative enzymatic active site of PAP, 5'-terminal progressive deletion of the PAP full-length gene was carried out and the truncated forms of the gene were cloned in a vector containing a strong constitutive promoter and a consensus Shine-Dalgarno ribosome binding site. The ribosome inactivation or toxicity of the PAP is used as a phenotype characterized by the absence of E. coli colonies, while the mutation of PAP open reading frames in the small number of survived clones is used as an indicator of the toxicity to E. coli cells. Results showed that the native full-length PAP gene was highly expressed and was not toxic to E. coli cells although in vitro ribosome inactivating activity assay indicated it was active. However, all of the N-terminal truncated forms (removal of seven to 107 codons) of the PAP gene were toxic to E. coli cells and were mutated into either out of frame, early termination codon or inactive form of PAP (i.e., clone PAP delta107). Deletion of more than 123 codons restored the correct gene sequence but resulted in the loss of the antiviral and ribosome inactivating activities and by the formation of a large number of clones. These results suggest that full-length PAP (with N- and C-terminal extensions) might be an inactive form of the enzyme in vivo presumably by inclusion body formation or other unknown mechanisms and is not toxic to E. coli cells. However, it is activated by at least seven codon deletions at the N-terminus. Deletions from seven through to 107 amino acids were lethal to the cells and only mutated forms (inactive) of the gene were obtained. But deletion of more than 123 amino acids resulted in the loss of enzymatic activity and made it possible to express the correct PAP gene in E. coli. Because deletion of Tyr94 and Val95, which are involved in the binding of the target adenine base, did not abolish the activity of PAP, it is concluded that the location previously proposed for PAP enzymatic active site should be reassessed.